her thoughts & words as well as of her actions.
Miss Mary Wollstonecraft is the lady born
effectually to rectify those misrepresentations
from which so much evil has sprung. Miss
intention is to bring about a total reform in
the education of women. But takes occasion to
speak of the errors in the present plan of teaching
young men & boys in Europe. "The manner," says she:
"is loaded with unintelligible words, to make a knew
of, without the understanding acquiring any distinct
idea, but only that education disproves emphatically
"to be termed cultivation of mind, which teaches young
"people how to begin to think." She effectually over-
those Chistepheide plan of bringing up boys, the
amendments which she proposes are too numerous
to be detailed in a letter, but are such as do the
gratist honor to the author & may be highly be-
refrrial to mankind. --- That there is much
wrong in the old manner of educating is plain,
& whatever alterations will be made in one